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 Hentai Temple is a classic Sliding puzzle game but with a slight Japanese touch ...

To solve temple puzzles, simply move the pieces that are in disorder and restore order to reform the image.

Features :

■ 20 levels
■ Nice background music

■ Beautiful Artwork

As soon as we can, the steam trading cards will be added!
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Title: Hentai Temple
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Danish,Finnish,Greek,Hungari
an,Japanese,Norwegian,Dutch,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Swedish,Czech,Th
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If you're looking for a smooth concept, complete tutorial and have a few happy hours to kill I suggest you look somewhere
else...

If you want a game that feels cheap at every turn, has unpredictable outcomes to every conceivable action and confusing text
written by someone with the barest grasp on the english language and of course..zombies! Continue, this game is for you.

When I played this I felt like I was being hit over the head with the crock pot ideas of a high schooler who learned philosphy
from WIkipedia and thought itd make a good Sim earth style game.

The most fun part is watching good things cause bad outcomes and vice versa. The true worst part is behind it all there is no
balance whatsoever, some things can give you a bonus\/penalty in the triple digits or thousands, or even millions.. very
interesting game. where can i find the space paint job got the toys but no paint. A taste of music videos from the future.... Not
really a logic driven puzzle game and more like a pixel hunter puzzle game. To be a logic driven puzzle game I feel like I would
have to conduct more if\/then strings of thoughts to find out if a particular traingle was on or off. There are 6 "worlds" and as of
the beginning of world 6 I have conducted one such if\/then thought and it wasn't a long one at that. I think by the second "then"
I knew the answer. SO what do I mean by pixel hunter? So far the thing I do most to solve a puzzle is just find a clue that I
overlooked. As the board gets bigger it is easy to overlook clues as you continually click strings of "0" triangles. Finding
something you overlooked is not a logic-based skill. Also the game has a challenge mode where you play the same levels in
normal mode but with certain restrictions. If you got 3 green triangles for all the levels the first time around, challenge mode
doesn't really force you to play the game differently. So more than a challenge of logic, its just a challenge to convince yourself
to play the game the exact same way again. Whether on purpose I know not but this game is heavily inspired by hexcells - a
series of puzzle games that truly are logic-driven. The reason I recommend this game despite it not being logical is because we
need more of these games and I hope the devs read this review and amp up the difficulty in their next game - which they say is
coming in this game's description.. EN
One of worst games I've ever played.
Absolutely NOT recommended.
Just don't buy it.

IT
Uno dei peggior giochi a cui io abbia mai giocato.
Assolutamente sconsigliato.
2\/10.. I would rate this game as a meh? It had a nice atmoshpere and music, some neat visuals but that is it. The walking speed
is slow, somewhat infuriating at times especially when you have to move from one side of the screen to another. The puzzles are
not really puzzles, you pick things up and automatically use them, there is no item management, so you just walkaroung click on
prompts feels kind of like busy work really. But the game isnt to long or expensive, so its not offensively bad just a meh game..
Heroes & Generals would be a nice game if only the devs were thinking while developing new updates.

After all this years there are still the same 5 (FIVE) maps for the assault mode (main mode), and two of them are the same
airport. They're pushing out new vehicles when there are no variety of battlegrounds. I mean, with THAT engine (old) and
THAT level of detail (low) it's pretty easy to add 2-3 more maps instead of a useless boat-tank when there isn't even enough
water to make it useful. I swear, you can even rycicle them or use fractions of the 5 maps to add Smirmish smaller maps (like a
Church based map). Just do something.

There is a huge conquerable map with all the cities from Europe and yeah, on every city spot there are those 5 damn maps.

Going back to play World War II Online: Battlegrounds would be a wiser choice.
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Cool, so cool. I want an expansion pack!. Tried to get an internship,
came back with a flyer of this game.
10\/10 would apply again.

P.s. Fun and challenging game, even against A.I.. Haven't played much yet but so far I'm loving it!
Interesting characters, good story, retro goodness!

I'll upate this as I play more.. This is a good product - I have used it to create hires scans of clay models. Managed to get geo
representations of fingerprints in the cla and even smaller.. Its like tf2 but sideways with alot of silly customizables and guns.
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